**Quick Hits**

**ASUA approves funding for Solar marketing**

The ASUA Senate approved nearly $400 for Project Solar marketing last night’s meeting. Another $280 was unanimously approved to go toward flyers which would be handed out at Project Solar.

**Early priority registration today and tomorrow**

Today and tomorrow are the last days for early priority registration of students to register for classes via WebReg before the rest of the university. These students include athletes and those in the Disability Resource Center and SALT Center.

**Tucson mayor to participate in emergency preparedness fair**

Representatives from the Red Cross, Pima County Health in emergency situations. Students from Howenstine Magnet High School will participate in a fair to ready themselves in the event of a catastrophe.
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The University of Arizona, Tucson

The event will run from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the front lawn of University Medical Center.

**Hoopsters score for charity**

By Roman Veysman

Players from the UA men’s basketball team got down and dirty building houses for charity yesterday afternoon in collaboration with Habitat for Humanity and the High School Build Program.

**Students excused for Yom Kippur**

By Mika Mandelbaum

Student enrollment at Arizona universities is on the rise, but the UA has a plan to cap the student population at 40,000 to create a more optimal education environment.

**Admissions to become more selective at UA**

By Laura Ory

The maximum number of students that can be enrolled at the UA will be 40,000 graduate and undergraduate students, a number determined by planners to be the right capacity for the UA to maintain the character value and outdoor space of the campus.